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Capsules are time to me 
Through out appears to be
A portal at my front door 
Honest to the dark strain
Being alone is like, Wanting you so bad but
Needing you so much more 
Honest to the dark pain

I would jump into anything for you
Maybe the exit is where you enter through
I don't know when I fell, 
but I love it down here
Misery is just a crack I fall into sometimes
A crack I fall into sometimes
But I love it down here

They must have come over to me while I was dazed
Outsiders test new drugs on people, 
They just dump them some where for the cops to find, 
Naked and confused
I've never felt so relentlessly used

Capsules are time to me 
Through out appears to be
A portal at my front door 
Honest to the dark strain
Being alone is like, Wanting you so bad but
Needing you so much more 
Honest to the dark pain

I would jump into anything for you
Maybe the exit is where you enter through
I don't know when I fell, 
but I love it down here
Misery is just a crack I fall into sometimes

A crack I fall into sometimes.
Baby, we see through one way mirrors, don't we
You see it the way that is, I see it the way it could be

The more personal information I reveal, 
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You look at me when I judge you
The closer of friends we have to become
But don't look at what I look like

I would jump into anything for you
Maybe the exit is where you enter through
I don't know when I fell, 
but I love it down here
Misery is just a crack I fall into sometimes
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